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Los Angeles—Northeast Airlines will fly Boeing 727-100s nonstop on its new Los Angeles/Miami 
route by utilizing a different seating arrangement and loading the jetliner with 75 passengers 
instead of its capacity of 105. 
Northeast inaugurated service Oct. 1 on its 2.380-mi. route granted July 25 (AW&ST Aug. 4, p. 
32) thereby cutting into the nonstop monopoly of National Airlines DC-8 flights. Northeast will 
have three flights each way between the two cities, the same as National. 
The seating innovation uses the middle of the center seat in the economy section, which can be 
pulled down to form a table. In effect it is two-abreast seating, not three-abreast. Full-page 
advertisements promoting the route in Miami and Los Angeles feature the seating arrangement. 
The seating is not guaranteed, however: “When our planes aren’t full you can convert your seat 
into a seat and a half,” state the advertisements. By not guaranteeing the seat, Northeast avoids 
having to seek Civil Aeronautics Board approval for the seating. 
The hedging in the promotion left many travel agents doubtful on whether the seat would be 
available. 
However, in no case will Northeast load the 727s to the point that a fueling stop is necessary 
between the two cities. On westbound flights, there are operational limitations on carrying more 
than 75 passengers in the 727. Eastbound flights could carry more, but total market size for the 
route would make a full aircraft a rarity. 
Evaluation of the seat on five aircraft now equipped with them will probably lead to retrofitting on 
its entire fleet. Northeast said. The seat was designed for Northeast by Burns Aero Seat Co. 
Winning of its first transcontinental service came as a surprise to Northeast, but personnel 
transfer as seasonal traffic tapered off allowed airline to move its startup date from Dec. 1 to Oct. 
1. 
The airline opened its first sales office in Los Angeles on Sept. 14 with four transferred salesmen 
including one cargo salesman. Three additional salesmen will be hired and also trained locally. 
A total of 58 pilots and 62 stewardesses were transferred from the airline’s northeast routes as 
summer traffic made its seasonal decline. 
Northeast officials said they have until mid-December, the beginning of the winter vacation 
season, to replace or train replacements for these personnel. 
Counter, terminal and maintenance facilities are being rented from Trans World Airlines in Los 
Angeles until other facilities become available, which may possibly be as late as 1971. The 
carrier has its own terminal in Miami. 
Northeast estimates that its breakeven load factor will be 32% for the 727-100s on the Miami/Los 
Angeles route. The airline believes it can capture 40% of the projected revenue miles within one 
year. 
How the new route would affect Northeast’s timetable for turning a profit remained unanswered, 
although revenues for the first year of operation are expected to be $9-10 million. 
Initial advertising promotion for the route will be $500,000. Only National, with its new London/
Miami route, has backup traffic from Miami for transcontinental flights, but Northeast is promoting 
Caribbean destinations in conjunction with Pan American. 
Three 727-100s will be used for the route, but five other 100 series could be transferred to the 
transcontinental service later from northeast cities as new 727-200s are put into service for the 
latter areas. Northeast will begin receiving its Lockheed L-1011 Is, applicable for this type of 
route, in early 1972.


